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To whom it may concern,
We would like to draw your attention to the numerous inaccuracies in the
planning model.The model shows incidents that range from highly unlikely
to downright impossible. I would hope that the is NOT a conscious effort
to mislead and deceive but more likely typical of their approach of not
talking to local residents in any way seriously. Or addressing our real
concerns.We feel they have attempted to make all the right noises but
without any substance throughout this whole process.
We are concerned with the sound and vibration results they are using, as
a layman their charts and scales are meaningless to us. We are seriously
worried with their constant take of ‘AVERAGE’ no average noise level has
ever disturbed anyone, it is the individual incidents. I dare say the
average noise levels at a premiership football club is very low yet on a
match day a number of incidents would result in very high noise levels.
It is the individual incidents and frequency that concerns us. We have
had no consistent answers with regard to the above from the applicant.
The applicant would have a scale on a graph that ‘all is well’ and
disturbance would be minimal none of which are meaningful to the layman.
We are very disappointed as of yet we have still to see documented
evidence as to the affects on the residents wellbeing, physically and
mentally and the loss of quality of life.
The impact of our air quality is very concerning. The project would
increase dust volumes and diesel fumes in very close proximity to our
property over along period of time,with detrimental effects to our
health and our animals health. What is the long term damage caused by
this? We have no answers! We have yet to see any work done by the
applicant to assess this around or even near our property and any
suggestions they may have to rectify this and the impact this will have
on our lives.
We must also highlight that we feel the loss in value in our property
during the project ( a very unspecified time frame)
According to the NAHB average home ownership lasts 13 years. So midway
through the project we would want to sell! But we feel that the project
although ‘TEMPORARY’ is not temporary to us as we are now trapped and
could not sell even if we wanted to!
Regards,
Clive Searson & Nicola Tanner
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